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Development distributes state of the art research that advances 

comprehension and examination of contemporary augmentation 

instruction, country social orders, economies, societies and 

ways of life, rustic arrangement, country climate, etc. The diary 

is an interdisciplinary stage and invites articles from assorted 

hypothetical points of view and methodological methodologies, 

which draw in with and add to the provincial sociology writing, 

as comprehensively characterized by the orders of country 

topography, rustic social science, horticultural and country 

financial aspects, arranging and related subjects .  

The inclusion of the journal is worldwide in scope and requests 

articles dependent on exact examination in any piece of the 

world that is of significance and interest to global perusers. The 

essential crowds of the diary are sociology scientists, educators 

and understudies intrigued by contemporary rustic issues, 

cycles and encounters .  

International Journal of Agricultural Extension and Rural 

Development additionally distributes both scholarly and non-

scholastic examination articles. Multidisciplinary in nature, the 

basic role of the diary is to share information on all viewpoints 

that add to reasonable provincial improvement everywhere on 

the world .  

The journal sets out open doors for experts and understudies to 

distribute scholarly, inventive work, supports arising 

researchers and new creators for progress; empowers proficient 

turn of events; and advances the hypothesis and practice of 

farming augmentation and rustic turn of events.  

IJAERD is a thorough, peer-explored diary that carries the grant 

commitment to instructors and experts all throughout the planet.  
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endeavoring to help our creators who trust us with their works. 
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Our exploration is openly accessible to all, from the hour of 

distribution. Perusers needn't bother with a membership or to 

enlist before they can get to our articles. High perceivability: 

ISJ permits most extreme perceivability of articles distributed in 

the diary as they are accessible to the largest conceivable 

logical effort, including to the overall population. Rapid 

distribution: The time period among acknowledgment and 

distribution is around 3 weeks. All ISJ diaries offer a quick 

distribution plan. Rigorous peer-survey: ISJ is worked by a 

group of experienced proficient editors. We work intimately 

with scholastic editors and commentators to furnish creators 

with a productive, reasonable, and useful audits. Post-

distribution remarks: ISJ permits peruses and writers to trade 

thoughts that are straightforwardly available from the full-text 

article 

to from more than 200 nations around the world. Promotion and 

press inclusion: Articles distributed in this diary are 

remembered for article cautions and ordinary email refreshes. 

Access and reach: We keep on presenting our diaries to all 

known abstracting and ordering administrations. Flexibility: ISJ 

diaries offer you the chance to distribute whenever it might suit 

you. Copyright: Creators hold the copyright to their works. 

Creators are permitted limitless use or potentially appropriation. 
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